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Task Force created shortly after Google`s 
announcement

• The GSA GNSS Raw Measurements Task Force was 
established following the announcement of Google in 2016 
to make the Android Raw Measurements available from 
Android 7.0 

• Continuously open call for participation
• No fee for membership

• Objective(s):
-“to share knowledge and expertise on Android 
raw measurements and its wider use, including its 
potential for high accuracy positioning 
techniques”
- “valorise the Galileo differentiators”



Short history of the Task Force
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Task force had almost 60 members before today`s workshop

• First workshop took 
place in July 2017 (over 
30 participants)
• Meeting served as 

a brainstorming 
event for what 
later became the 
White Paper

• Testing results of some 
members were 
presented during ION 
2017 conference in 
Portland, USA

• The Task Force includes GNSS experts, scientists and GNSS 
market players

https://www.gsa.europa.eu/gnss-raw-measurements-task-force


Galileo Raw measurements White Paper published 
in January 2018
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Part I: overview of the theoretical basics needed to 
reconstruct GNSS raw measurements using Android, including 
a basic overview of GNSS, GNSS time references, 
pseudoranges, navigation messages and position estimation

Part II: information on how to access and use raw 
measurements, including generating pseudoranges and 
Doppler

Part III: a look at the most promising techniques and 
discussion on the benefits and limitations of each technique

Part IV: use cases that may benefit from the increased 
accuracy and integrity obtained with the use of GNSS raw 
measurements



What are the benefits/ main uses of GNSS raw 
measurements?
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Four main 
features 
are 
enabled by 
GNSS raw 
measure-
ments

Raw measurements allow to use 
advanced positioning techniques 
once restricted to professional 
GNSS receivers (e.g. RTK, PPP) 
that are able to improve the 
position accuracy

As the observations are provided 
in a much more coarse form they 
can be used for testing hardware 
and software solutions and for 
new post processing algorithms

Access to raw measurements, will 
offer new ways to detect RF 
interferences and  to locate the 
interference source by combining 
the measurements from multiple 
devices 

Raw measurements can also be 
used to compare solution from 
single constellations, eliminate 
specific satellites or test for worst 
scenario performance
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Smartphones will continue to be the most popular 
platform to access location-based services

GNSS Market report 2017
Get all the latest GNSS market updates,
opportunities and  trends on the LBS segment

https://www.gsa.europa.eu/system/files/reports/gnss_mr_2017.pdf


09:00 – 9:30 Welcome coffee

09:30 – 9:40 Welcome by the GSA management
Fiammetta Diani, GSA

09:40 – 10:00 GNSS Raw Measurements Task Force introduction
Martin Sunkevic, GSA

10:00 – 10:30 Update on Android GNSS measurements and a vision for advanced location services
Frank van Diggelen, Google

10:30 – 11:45 Android GNSS Raw Measurements for high accuracy applications
Miquel Garcia-Fernandez, Rokubun, “Quicksurv: smartphone-aided accurate and affordable surveying”

Augusto Mazzoni, University of Rome “La Sapienza”, “Performance analysis of GPS+Galileo smartphone raw measurements”

Joshua Critchley-Marrows, NSL, “Can a Smartphone deliver the accuracy for GIS data collection? Initial findings from the H2020 
Flamingo project”

Reiner Jäger, Karlsruhe University of Applied Sciences, Geodetic challenges on precise positioning & navigation using GNSS raw 
data on smartphones along the RaD NAVKA-Disy project PREGON-X

Francesco Darugna, Geo++ GmbH, “Geo++'s experiments on Android GNSS raw data”

11:45 – 12:00 Coffee break

12:00 – 13:00 Android GNSS Raw Measurements for scientific, educational, robustness and crowdsourcing applications
Renato Filjar, University of Rijeka, “Advantages of deployment of bespoke GNSS positioning estimation methods in navigation 
domain based on raw GNSS pseudoranges”

Mark Dumville, NSL, “How can Android GNSS Raw Measurements improve robustness”

Today`s Agenda (1)
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Renato Filjar and Nenad Sikirica, University of Rijeka, “Initiative for collection of crowdsourced GNSS Android data for GNSS 
positioning performance studies”

Ajay Vemuru, Spirent, “Truth Analysis of Android Raw Measurements using GNSS Simulators”

13:00 – 14:00 Lunch

14:00 – 15:00 Android GNSS Raw Measurements for testing/optimisation applications 
Paolo Crosta, European Space Agency, ”From Assisted GNSS to NeQuick model implementation at application layer, introducing 
the Galileo PVT App”

Moises Navarro-Gallardo, Airbus, “Galileo and Android 7 devices”

Miguel Ortiz, IFSTTAR, “Assessing Positions and Raw Data measurements delivered by an Android device”

René Warnant, University of Liege, “Raw GNSS data under Android 7 or later: Observable quality and positioning performances”

15:00 – 16:00 Future outlook for geolocation in mass market including Galileo contribution
Miguel Torroja, Broadcom, “Vision on how dual frequency will change the performance levels in mass market”

Luis Serrano, STMicroelectronics, “Teseo V, and Teseo APP: dual-frequency GNSS chips for high accuracy, and safety compliance”

Flavio Sbardellati, GSA, “Galileo Differentiators for mass market”

Valeria Catalano, GSA, “Research and development opportunities”

16:00 – 16:30 Q&A and Final remarks
Justyna Redelkiewicz, GSA

Today`s Agenda (2)
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GSA Twitter - @EU_GNSS
EGNOS Twitter - @EGNOSPortal

GNSS Facebook page

GNSS YouTube Channel

GNSS Market, Research & Development

GSA Newsletter

GNSS Slideshare Page (presentations)

European GNSS Agency LinkedIn Page

www.GSA.europa.eu

How to get in touch:

Linking space to user needs

GSA Twitter - @EU_GNSS
EGNOS Twitter - @EGNOSPortal

GNSS Facebook page

GNSS YouTube Channel

GNSS Market, Research & Development

GSA Newsletter

GNSS Slideshare Page (presentations)

European GNSS Agency LinkedIn Page

www.GSA.europa.eu

How to get in touch:
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https://twitter.com/eu_gnss
https://twitter.com/EGNOSPortal/
https://www.facebook.com/EuropeanGnssAgency/
https://www.youtube.com/user/egnos1
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/6957128
https://www.gsa.europa.eu/subscribe-gsa-today
http://www.slideshare.net/EU_GNSS
https://www.linkedin.com/company/european-gnss-agency
http://www.gsa.europa.eu/
https://twitter.com/eu_gnss
https://twitter.com/EGNOSPortal/
https://www.facebook.com/EuropeanGnssAgency/
https://www.youtube.com/user/egnos1
https://www.linkedin.com/groups/6957128
https://www.gsa.europa.eu/subscribe-gsa-today
http://www.slideshare.net/EU_GNSS
https://www.linkedin.com/company/european-gnss-agency
http://www.gsa.europa.eu/

